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11/29/77 
Dear Karen, 

iIt seems to me that you did very well in thee election, better even than you evaluate it. Against such a machihe it was an impressive total. But you had what in most consti- tutncies is other liabilities: you are young and you are a woman. All in all I think it was very impressive. Quite a tribute to you and to the way you campaigned. Obviously you reached a pretty fair percentage of t)le voters and in the right way. Better than others, significantly, I think. Don't worry about your father'eplans to move. From what you say that is the family's need. If it means you can't run there that is not the end. Besides, if you do go to college and have to work at the same time, can you hold public office? Your present first obligation, to yourself, represents a kind of preparation for the future that can be important to another constituency at another time. On coming here, as of now any weekend after this one. We have people coming both days. We do have December and January weekends that are without blizzards and there are few not earlier indicated as a possibility. . We have friends who went to Pittsburgh. for the Thanksgiving weekend. They use a new expressway they like better than the turnpike. It involves going through Morgantown and not getting onto the Turnpike, which they have come not to like. I don't know the number. They parallel the Turnpike on the south. When they get below Pittsburgh they turns noth. They say it j  takes about the same time as the Turnpike and no tolls or stops for them. 
We dog sat for them when they were away. The weather presented mo trouble except that they washed the snow salt off the car when they were here. But there is no point in tsking a chance on the weather. Await a gpod forecast. Lil says hello to you all. We both hope that you come at a time when "ary can be with you. 

Thanks and oyr beet, 

liras 6igaa been all that quiet on his talk show? 
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